
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Evaluation of Vaccine Antigens Against Lymphatic Filariasis 
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Director: Peter J. Hotez, M.D., Ph.D. 

 

 

A significant public health concern is the control of parasitic nematodes in order 

to minimize the burden of lymphatic filariasis in endemic regions. The development of a 

vaccine is a potentially cost-effective approach towards control and elimination of this 

parasitic disease. Based on a genome-wide analysis of the developmental stages of the 

filarial parasite Brugia pahangi, molecular targets for interrupting the development of the 

filarial parasites were identified. Using genetic engineering technology and protein 

expression systems, five vaccine antigens were cloned and expressed as recombinant 

proteins in yeast and bacterial expression platforms. With this preliminary evidence, we 

believe these proteins are expressible for pilot-scale biomanufacturing for preclinical 

trials, but further evaluation of the vaccine antigens will prove useful for accelerating and 

prioritizing them down through the development pipeline. Initial bioinformatics analysis 

has elucidated possible peptide sequences that could act as epitopes in the vaccination 

process. With the following results, efforts towards creating a transmission blocking 

vaccine TBV for LF can be feasibly attainable, and the proposal for building a 

recombinant subunit vaccine or a multiple antigen peptide system is suggested. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

Introduction 

 

 

 Lymphatic filariasis (LF), a neglected tropical disease (NTD) prevalent in over 

100 million humans, is caused by infection from the filarial nematodes, Wucheria 

bancrofti, Brugia malayi, Brugia timori, and Brugia pahangi. Out of these three species, 

W. bancrofti is the predominant parasite in LF, comprising 90% of disease cases. The 

infection is acquired with infective larvae (L3) entering the human body via mosquito 

transmission. As seen in Figure 1, the larvae will subsequently migrate to human lymph 

nodes and become adult parasitic worms. The female adult worms in human blood will 

subsequently release offspring known as microfilarae (MF) which will be taken up by 

mosquitoes in the blood meal where it will exsheath into the mosquitoes’ stomach wall 

and develop into first stage larvae (L1). From here, the L1 larvae travel to the midgut 

where they grow into their L3 stage to be spread by mosquito vectors to humans once 

again (1).  

 

 

Parasitological and Clinical Features 

 

The parasites have been observed to live for at least 8 years in their human hosts 

(2) making this disease a chronic infection that manifests in adult life while infections 

occur years before. Biting habits of the mosquito vectors influence the periodicity of the 

MFin the blood. In most cases, the filarial parasites are considered nocturnal meaning 

that they are highly concentrated in the blood at night, and much less concentrated in the 

day. This is due to the fact that the mosquito vectors of the parasites, in most situations,  
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bite humans at night (3). This periodicity can change based on the human host’s circadian 

rhythm meaning that the concentrations of Mf in the blood can gradually shift from night 

to day with infected persons who do not sleep at night, but in the day.  

Many victims show little or no clinical features of LF. This population of 

individuals include people who are infected, those with or without Mf in the blood, and 

those that have cleared the infection from their body. In many of these cases, patients 

may remain microfilareamic and/or asymptomatic for years. A subclinical symptom 

common in asymptomatic patients is lymphangiectasia, or dilation of lymphatic vessels 

(4, 5). This was discovered using ultrasonography, which can provide imaging of the 

“filarial dance sign” (writhing of the worm in the dilated lymph vessels), an early sign of 

infection. Other diagnostic tests can detect circulating filarial antigens, which have 

guided researchers to the conclusion that the variation in the clinical manifestations of LF 

could be due to transmission intensity (6).  

The most common symptom of male victims is hydrocele where the accumulation 

of fluid in the sac around the testicle causes progressive swelling in the male genitalia. 

Less common, but no less severe symptoms include chyluria and tropical pulmonary 

eosinophilia (TPE).  Chyluria occurs when dilated lymphatics rupture in the excretory 

system leading to blood and chylous in the urine. This may eventually result in weight 

loss, hypoproteinaemia, lymphopenia, and anaemia. TPE is an immunological response to 

MF in the pulmonary system that leads to increased eosinophilia levels, impaired lung 

function, coughing, and wheezing. If left untreated, TPE will lead to chronic interstitial  
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fibrosis and loss of lung function. While many of the previously discussed symptoms are 

considered chronic, the acute symptoms of LF are associated with adenolymphangitis 

(ADL). This condition usually involves fever and chills, episodic malaise attacks, and  
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enlarged lymph nodes. ADL usually persists for a week with recurrence several times a 

Figure 1: A depiction of the life cycle of Wucheria bancrofti in the context of LF 

infection with a Giemsa stain of the microfilarial stage as well as depiction of 

Anopheles gambiae, a vector of the parasite. (Images originally from Public Health 

Image Library. CDC [http://phil.cdc.gov])  
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year. Another chronic physical symptom of LF is lymphoedema of the legs as well as the 

genitals and arms. As acute attacks from LF persist, oedema, or bodily swelling due to 

excess fluid causing abnormality and damage to skin and bodily structure. The final form 

of lymphoedema is predominantly recognized as elephantiasis, which is considered the 

LF’s final form, manifesting as extreme, localized, and swelling of the lymphatic and 

genital areas of the body (7). 

 

Evasion.  

The spectrum and variability of clinical symptoms present in victims of LF could 

be also be attributed to step 2 in Figure 1 where adult filarial worms are in the lymphatic 
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system. A feature of the parasite is the evasion of the immune system while in the 

lymphatics. Th1 and Th2 immune responses are inhibited (8), or manipulated by the 

filarial parasite in order to ensure life-long protection (9) in the host, though the processes 

for this occurrence are not clearly known. This immunological protection has also been 

shown to influence the variability of subclinical and clinical symptoms in infected hosts 

(10, 11). The masking or protecting property ends with the death of the parasite and as a 

result, the host immune systems recognizes the foreign agent. The response to the 

discovered invader exacerbates the symptoms of  inflammation, hydrocele and fever as a 

result of cytokine mediators and other immunological agents (12). The role of the 

Wolbachia bacterial species, an endosymbiont of the filarial nematode, is also believed to 

be important to the hyperresponsiveness of the immune system after anti-filarial 

treatment. Various toxins believed to be from the bacteria have been shown to cause 

acute inflammation and infections. As a result, the lymphatics are damaged and 

immunological tolerance is developed leading susceptibility to opportunistic infections 

(13). In summary, a typical case of a LF infected individual may follow a typical 

progression shown in Figure 2. 
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Disease Burden 

 

 Currently, this disease is endemic in the world’s poorest regions (Figure 3) 

especially in south Asia, southeast Asia, sub-Saharan Africa,  Guinea, and Haiti regions 

(1). The global health burden of LF can be measured by the disability adjusted life years 

(DALYs) measurement. DALYs are defined as the number of healthy years of life lost in 

Asympomatic 

• Lymphagantiectisia as a subclinical features 

• Diagnosis via "filarial dance sign" using ultrasound 

Acute 
Response 

• ADL: discomfort, swelling of lymph nodes, fevers, and chills. 

• Recurrent symptoms on a weekly basis. 

Chronic 
Manifestation

s 

• Hydrocoele, chyluria, lymphoedema, and elephantiasis 

• Adult worms in the lymphatic systems are not detected by the host's 
immune system . 

Death of 
Parasite 

• Host's immunne system detects and eliminates parasite. 

• Causes intensive immune response leading to compromise of 
immune faculties and inflammation.   

Figure 2: Common progression of LF from post-infection to elephantiasis. 
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a population. This metric adopts the ideal approach for disease morbidity and mortality as 

it serves to contrast the current status of populations suffering a particular disease against  

a healthy population without the disease. This measurement is a valuable tool for global 

health as it can expand into the sphere economic impact of disease and has the potential 

for helping projections and implementations for cost-effective intervention. From a more 

quantitative standpoint, the DALY is the sum of the number of years lost due to 

premature mortality and the years lost due to the disabling disease (14). With its DALYs 

numbering 2.8 million according to the World Health Organization, LF’s impact on 

infected populations can be comparable to skin cancers and Down’s syndrome which 

both have around 2.6 million DALYs lost (15). This data suggests that LF is one of the 

Figure 3: Global presence of LF along with areas of prevention and elimination 

indicated. (Image originally from WHO [http://www.who.int]) 
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leading NTDs that causes chronic disability in endemic regions. These disabilities serve 

to impede economic capability as patients suffer monetary loss due to treatment and a 

severe drop in labor activity (16).   This condition is also a psycho-social burden for 

victims along with caregivers (17, 18) as studies show that the stigmatizing effects of the 

disease increases the likelihood of depression for victims of LF and their caregivers. 

These characteristics of LF are part of the greater picture of this disease of poverty and all 

contribute towards the propagation of poverty and disease simultaneously (Figure 4).  

 

  

  

Current Solutions. 

 

 In the face of this situation, the Global Alliance to Eliminate LF (GAELF) was 

formed at the turn of the century, establishing goals to successfully eliminate LF by the 

year 2020. With the financial support from social and economic development agencies as 

Disease 

Poverty 

Negative 
psycho-
social 

factors from 
disability 

Figure 4: A relatively simple depiction of the faces of LF as a disabling disease of 

poverty. Each aspect of LF serves to propagate the others, in a continuous cycle. 
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well as pharmaceutical donations, the GAELF along with other organizations are 

alleviating MF burdens in many LF endemic areas with mass drug administration 

(MDA). MDA is the approach of using anti-filarial drugs on human populations in order 

to control, prevent, and eliminate LF. These campaigns have reduced costs since 

diagnostics are not performed and the drugs are given to all members of a targeted 

population to ensure those positive and negative for LF receive treatments. These MDA 

programs are least effective on the socioeconomic burden of LF (19), as reduction of 

chronic and disabling conditions of LF has not been as successful as reduction in 

microfilaraemia and ADL prevalence. These two conditions are highly reduced only due 

to intensive and recurrent treatment regimens in certain regions (20).  These treatments 

are not permanent solutions to infection due to reinfection and inability to relieve various 

symptoms and side effects. GAELF and similar organizations also adopt approaches for 

vector control in order to supplement MDA to further lower the prevalence of LF in 

endemic regions (21, 22). Vector control for LF includes management of breeding sites 

of mosquito vectors, use of insecticides, and implementing physical transmission barriers 

such as bed-nets. Even with the use of vector control to supplement MDA, these 

measures only serve to locally control transmission and require intensive deliberation of 

combined chemotherapeutic and vector control programs in order to ensure future 

elimination in endemic areas (23). Despite the fact that these efforts are one of the largest 

public health endeavors in history, it is unclear that these approaches are adequate for 

reaching the 2020 goals of eliminating LF.  

 Currently, MDA with diethylcarbamazine citrate (DEC) or ivermectin (IVM) in 

combination with albendazole (ALB) is the main approach towards the elimination of LF. 
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While each has shown to be effective anti-filarial drugs, they all target different 

physiological components of the parasite. The mechanism of action for DEC involves an 

anti-inflammatory effect on the arachidonic pathway of the parasite, possibly via the 

inhibition cyclooxygenases enzymes. This effect leads to the exposure of the filarial 

parasite to the human immune response (24). IVM disrupts neurotransmission at synapses 

with glutmate-gated ion channels and γ amminobutryric acid gated ions causing paralysis 

of the filarial parasites (25). The mode of action for ALB involves the inhibition of 

tubulin polymerization blocking glucose uptake eventually starving the parasite (26). 

High MF burden is a limiting factor on the use of DEC due to severe adverse events 

occurring due to the rapid death of numerous MF. The death of MF in human hosts who 

have a MF burden greater than 2000 MF/mL can lead to renal failure, shock, and 

encephalitis. Other factors including other medical conditions, other infections, 

reinfection, and the need for annual retreatment limit the effectiveness of MDA towards 

LF elimination (27).   These preventative chemotherapy efforts have also selected strains 

that contain a β-tubulin mutation conferring resistance to ALB (28), and thus emphasize 

the need of alternative approaches.  

 

 

A New Alternative Approach 

 

 The development of a vaccine is a potentially cost-effective approach towards 

developing herd immunity, disease control, and elimination of LF in endemic regions 

(29, 30). Currently, vaccines have been an effective medical tool towards the elimination 

of ongoing infectious diseases (31). Vaccination programs have been shown to 

consistently  
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improve social, political, and economic situations through the disruption of disease 

burden on population health, education, and labor productivity while also providing 

economic profit and revenues from vaccine production (32). When developing a vaccine 

against LF, various approaches can be taken in regard to disrupting the physiology of the 

parasite. Vaccines can create immunological mechanisms that interfere with the 

developmental stages of the filarial parasites. A common approach is to immunize 

individuals with a vaccine that will disrupt the development of the adult stage parasites, 

relieving the vaccinated patients of the infection. Antibodies from a vaccine can also be 

manipulated for use in interfering with other stages of filarial development, and is not 

limited to the human body. The life stages of W. bancrofti, B. malayi, and B. timori can 

be disrupted in the mosquito vector at different points from the MF to the L3 stage. These 

types of vaccines are known as transmission blocking vaccines (TBVs).  

One approach for a TBV is to have antibodies, elicited after injection into 

humans, which will interfere with early microfilarial development soon after transmission 

of MF from human to vector. Another option for interfering transmission of LF is to 

target the development of parasite before the potential for transmission to human from 

mosquito vectors has been reached. By interfering with development of L2 molting 

larvae into infective L3 stage parasites, transmission will be blocked right before what 

would have been filarial transmission into a new human host.  These type of vaccines 

would not prevent an individual from contracting a disease or its symptoms, but would 

serve to prevent the spread of infection by blocking the mode transmission via the 

mosquito. Through this vaccination process, MF cannot develop further when taken up 
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by arthropod vectors. In summary, Figure 5 visually depicts strategic points of filarial 

development that can be the target for a vaccine. 

The vaccine strategies discussed are all efficacious methods of control and 

elimination of parasitic diseases as seen in the case for a development of a malaria 

vaccine.  Pre-erythrocytic vaccines protect against the earliest stage of malaria infection 

comparable to interfering with filarial parasites in the human body. An immune response 

elicited by this type of vaccine would prevent or eliminate infection at this initial stage of 

development before any long-term development can occur for the parasite. Another 

approach currently being employed against malaria is creating a blood-stage vaccine, 

1 

2 

3 

Figure 5: In the above life cycle, there are three points to where a vaccine may 

interfere with the survival of the filarial parasite: 1). MF to L1 stage in the mosquito, 

2). L3 stage ranging from right before to soon after transmission into the human 

host, 3). Adult stage when the parasite is within the human host.  
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which will serve to target the parasite at the replication stage in human red blood cells or 

in the early developmental stages in mosquito. Using antibodies as means of disrupting 

development in the mosquito with this type of vaccine would make this treatment fall 

under the auspices of a TBV. If the vaccine for malaria targets the parasite in the human 

bloodstream instead, then it can reduce the severity of the disease while allowing the 

body to develop a natural immunity against it (33). When applying this idea to a LF 

vaccine, it is similar to vaccines that target adult worms, but the development of 

immunity against LF may not be possible due to the immunological masking traits of the 

filarial nematode and the location of LF in the lymphatic system.   

Studies show that developing a TBV can result in vaccine candidates that are 

effective for multiple species of parasites as seen in the development of a malaria TBV 

(34). Based on historical  understanding of a TBV as seen through malarial TBV 

development, this technology can conceptually be applied to LF (35) (Figure 4) making it 

the first time a TBV will be used to combat a helminth infection. The development of a 

TBV for LF will accelerate the efforts toward elimination of LF according to the goals of 

the GAELF. Mathematical simulations of the effect of TBVs on malarial transmission 

has shown great promise towards the use of TBV as a public health tool that can greatly 

reduce disease prevalence (36). The parameters for this model included progression rates 

for recruitment for the vaccination campaign, death of parasites, contact with human and 

parasites, vaccinations, and disease-induced conditions. Most, if not all, parameters in the 

model can be applied to a future TBV model for LF. Assuming similar parameters and 

other conditions from the malaria model, a LF equivalent model would also most likely 

showed that large vaccination coverage and disease reduction are positively correlated 
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and is as effective as current disease control and elimination tools. Hypothetical modeling 

of current experimental and theoretical models of MDA and vector control methods for 

malaria were extended to include TBVs in another study (37). This model involved 

considerations for dynamics of within-host parasitology, human population and immunity 

factors, and variable vector species. In summary, this model showcased the potential of 

intensive use of a new disease control tool in current control programs for malaria.  

Based on this evidence, a TBV for LF that is integrated with MDA and vector 

control programs will bolster disease elimination endeavors. To further support this 

hypothesis, experimental research was done on a multi-competent approach in China for 

the elimination of schistosomiasis. In this study, vector control by employing 

molluscicide, MDA of praziquintel to the human population infected with the 

schistosomes, and the intervention of a TBV for use in bovine vectors were integrated in 

order to evaluate feasibility and effectiveness as an integrated approach for elimination 

(38). The results exemplified a promising approach that can also be employed for LF 

once a TBV is created. From an economic standpoint, the cost effectiveness of a 

hookworm vaccine has been shown via theoretical models to be highest when combined 

with drug treatment programs for hookworm (39). With research into the development of 

a LF vaccine, and strategic implementation of the vaccine in current elimination 

programs, a two pronged approach towards relieving disease burden and providing vector 

control in areas of prevalent LF infection can be successful from a healthcare and 

macroeconomic standpoint.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

Research Strategy 

 

 

A molecular approach towards understanding parasitic physiology can provide 

targets for the development of a transmission blocking vaccine (TBV) that inhibits the 

development of microfilarial stages to the infective larval stages in the insect. To that 

end, through deep sequencing, the transcriptome profile of the microfilarae (Mf) and the 

third-stage infective (L3) larvae of Brugia pahangi was obtained from my thesis 

committee member Dr. Cheolho Sim. The proteins were then down-selected and ranked 

based on three major criteria used against these genetic candidates. 1) To avoid the risk of 

autoimmunity, candidates were sought that had no or limited homology with mammalian 

sequences. 2) Signal sequences which indicate proteins that are present as a secreted or 

surface antigen. This characteristic may make these proteins accessible for 

immunological manipulation by vaccination. 3) Upregulation of proteins during larval 

development to allow for a viable target for a TBV. 

Further evaluation of each protein is needed in order to prioritize studies on the 

most ideal vaccine candidates. This will and is being currently conducted through the use 

of bioinformatics and biotechnological tools. Our goal is to further characterize the 

molecules using computational approaches while also cloning and expressing these 

candidates with an aim to conduct pilot scale biomanufacturing suitable for future 

production phases. The major aim will be to evaluate the identity, yield, purity, folding, 
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and functionality of the expressed proteins. Herein, computational techniques and 

molecular biology approaches refined in Dr. Bin Zhan’s lab will be used in order to 

accomplish the following specific aims contributing to the reranking and priotization of a 

TBV for preclinical trials (Figure 6)  

 
 

Bioinformatics Approach: Epitope Analysis 

 
With the top five DNA sequences obtained from Dr. Sim, the filarial proteins’ 

tertiary and quaternary structure were evaluated using bioinformatics programs. Three 

dimensional modelling can be simulated in silico based on current protein databanks, 

sequence homology alignment programs, and other computational tools.  Using Basic 

Evaluation of the 
LF Vaccine 
Candidates 

In silico Studies 

Bioinformatics 
Analysis of Vaccine 

Antigens 

Computational 
Modeling to 

Elucidate Physico-
chemical Traits of 

the Antigens 

Recombinant DNA 
Technology 

Expression of 
Vaccine Candidates 

Figure 6: A hierarchical breakdown of the research approach for developing a vaccine 

against LF. 
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Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST), homologous sequences were found for each 

protein sequence. ElliPro, a bioinformatics software tool for discovering epitopes on 

antigens, will be used to determine significant areas of interest where antibody docking 

occurs.  ElliPro will use algorithms and 3D structure-homology modelling from 

MODELLER (40) to predict epitopes on the proteins of interest. The three algorithims 

employed do the following jobs: 1). Approximation of a ellipsoid protein shape; 2). 

Calculate residue protrusion indexes; 3). Cluster neighboring residues based on their PI 

values. The first two algorithms serve as the basis of of Thornton’s method (41) of 

predicting antigenic peptides using α-carbon coordinates protruding from globular shaped 

proteins as a correlative factor for theoretical prediction of epitopes and experimental 

epitope studies. The protrusion index will be used as the scoring factor for the epitope 

sequences as it is a percentage of protein atom enclosed in the ellipsoid where the first 

residue protrudes outside the ellipsoid. The method used in ElliPro has an alteration in 

Thornton’s method will be applied the each residue’s center of mass instead of their α-

carbon. The third algorithm will cluster residues based on predetermined threshold values 

this is usually applied to the discontinuous epitopes which will not be heavily discussed 

as the linear sequences are more vital for discussion. This will all serve as a strong 

foundation and rationale for future innovative vaccine design. 

 

 
Biotechnological Approach: Evaluation of Feasibility of Expression 

 

The top five vaccine candidates sequenced from the B. pahangi parasite were 

synthesized by GenScript and inserted into plasmid vector pUC57. The synthesized DNA 

were excised out of the plasmid via restriction endonucleases. Type II restriction 
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enzymes will be used for this recombinant DNA technique due to its specificity for the 

targeted sequence being cut out (42). Selected plasmids were then used as the vector 

where the targeted sequence will be inserted, after the plasmids were digested by 

restriction enzymes. Plasmid vectors were chosen to be transformable in yeast and 

bacterial expression systems. 

Using the overhangs or “sticky ends” of the digested vectors and target genes, a 

ligation reaction via polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technology was used to insert the 

restricted fragments of the vaccine targets into the new plasmid vector. These 

recombinant DNA molecules were then transformed in a selected Escherichia coli host 

cell. Using correct protocols involving incubation and heat shock, efficient 

transformation for the competent cells was ensured.  After growth in the medium, 

selection of the bacterial colonies that contain the desire plasmid was done using 

antibiotics. The bacteria with the recombinant plasmid will express the phenotype of 

antibiotic-resistance towards applied antibiotic used for the selection process. 

After extraction from bacterial cells, the recombinant plasmids were sequenced 

for confirmation of the desired DNA sequence. Yeast (Pichia pastoris) and bacterial (E. 

coli) expression systems were used as comparative modes of recombinant protein 

expression. Throughout these procedures, gel electrophoresis was employed to analyze 

the DNA involved in molecular cloning of the vaccine candidates. Ion-exchange 

chromatography was the used as a tool to purify the expressed proteins for further 

characterization.  

After successful expression of recombinant protein, characterization of the purity, 

conformation, yield, identity, and functional activity of these molecular was evaluated 
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Expression of the targeted gene sequence in the yeast platform is preferred over the 

bacterial platform, because of its characteristics as eukaryotic system of expression. 

These traits inherent in the yeast microorganism were predicted to provide efficient 

secretion of correctly folded and soluble proteins in high quantity(43). Despite secreted 

misfolded proteins in inclusion bodies, this bacterial system is economically favorable, 

efficient at production, and provides easily purified proteins(44).  
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

Methods and Materials 

 

 

Gene Candidates 

 

 The predetermined genetic code for the five protein candidates was synthesized 

and prepared by GeneScript USA Inc. (Piscataway, NJ). These five constructs were 

prepared in the plasmid vector known as pUC57. Based on preliminary research 

including work from our collaborator, Dr. Sim, basic traits of these vaccine candidates 

had already been determined as seen in Table 1: 

Table 1: Characteristics of Proteinaceous Vaccine Candidates for LF 

Gene 

Name Identity 

MW 

(kDa) 

Transmembrane 

Domain  

Signal 

Peptide 

BP-Col cuticular collagen 25.0 Yes No 

BP-Chi micorfilarial chitanase 19.5 No Yes 

BP-CP-2 

cathepsin L-like cysteine 

proteinase 30.2 No Yes 

BP-SPI-2 serine protease inhibitor 29.5 Yes Yes 

BP-TPX thioredoxin peroxidase 26.3 No Yes 

  

 

DNA Digestion and Splicing 

 The synthesized DNA was cut out of the plasmids via restriction endonucleases. 

Type II restriction enzymes were used for this recombinant DNA technique due to its 

specificity for the targeted sequence being cut out (45). The five constructs all had the 

same restriction sites allowing for the use of restriction endonucleases EcoRI and NotI 

for DNA excision across all five target sequences. These reactions were conducted with 

20μL of sample, 2.5 μL of each restriction enzyme, and CutSmart buffer to ensure 

optimal reaction activity. Reactions were also run using the same restriction enzymes in 

order to prepare the two selected plasmid vectors, pET28a and pPICZαA, for insertion of 
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targeted sequences. The first plasmid, pET28a, was chosen for use as an expresion vector 

due to its T7 promotor that can be induced with chemical IPTG to drive the exogenous 

gene expression in Escherichia coli and amenability towards a His tag expressed at the C-

terminus. The second plasmid, pPICZαA was chosen as a vector for induced protein 

expression in Pichia pastoris under induction with methanol.  

 These digested DNA fragments were run on DNA gel electrophoresis using 1% 

agarose gel (Invitrogen) and the specific portions of DNA with sticky ends created by 

restriction digestion. Each of these gel portions were solubilized using a 1.2 mL of buffer 

from a gel extraction kit from Qiagen by being heated at 50ºC for 2-3 minutes. The 

DNAs were bound to QIAquick resin by centrifuge, washed with a wash buffer with 

ethanol (0.75 mL). The bound DNAs on the resin were eluted into 30 µL of buffer and 

verified on DNA gel electrophoresis. The restricted fragements of the vaccine targets 

were then ligated into each plasmid vector digested with the same restriction enzymes.  

Using the sticky ends of the digested vectors and target genes, the correct recombinant 

DNA plasmids were created via ligation using T4 DNA ligase.  

 

 

DNA Subcloning and Extraction in E. coli 

 

 The ligated samples were transformed into DH5α competent E. coli cells, mixed 

gently, and incubated on ice for 30 minutes. After heat shock at 42ºC for 60 seconds, the 

samples were incubated and shaken at 225 rpm at 37⁰C in SOC medium (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) for an hour to revive. Each transformation was then spread in 50 μL and 200 

µL amounts on LB plates containing appropriate antibiotics. Two antibiotics were used 

for each type of plasmid: Kanamycin for pET28a and Zeocin for pPICZαA for proper 
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selection of growing cells. The plates were grown overnight at 37 ºC, and 5-10 bacterial 

colonies were picked from each of the LB plates in order to identify positive clones 

containing the correct recombinant plasmids. Using PCR with vector flank primers, the 

amplified fragments were confirmed via gel electrophoresis. The flanking primers used 

for the pET28a constructs were T7 promotor and terminator, while α-factor and 3’-AOX 

were used for pPICZαA constructs. The clone with the correct size of insert were cultured 

overnight in 10 mL of LB media with corresponding antibiotic for more bacterial 

samples. The plasmid DNAs were extracted from bacterial cultures using Qiaprep Spin 

Min Prep Kit. The extracted plasmid DNAs’ were verified with gel electrophoresis and 

concentrations checked with Nano-drop with OD280. The correct insert sequence and 

reading frame were confirmed by double strand DNA sequencing from Lone Star Labs 

using vector flank primers.     

 

 

Protein Expression and Analysis 

 

E. coli. 

  

Each of the recombinant pET28a plasmid was then transformed into BL21 cells 

and the transformed colonies were picked to be inoculated with LB medium containing 

30 µg/mL Kanamycin. The cultures were induced with 1 mL of 1 M IPTG then the 

culture was grown to OD600 = 0.6 ~ 0.8 for 4 hours at 30ºC in a shaker (250 rpm). The 

induced culture was then harvested by centrifugation and cells lysed with BugBuster Cell 

lysis solution at room temperature for 30 min. After another centrifugation process, the 

supernatant and cell pellet were separated and loaded in SDS-PAGE with loading buffer 

and analyzed.  
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P. pastoris 

 

The recombinant pPICZαA plasmid was linearized using the Sac I at 37ºC for 2 

hours. After heat inactivation, the digested DNA was extracted using a 

phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1) solution  (Invitrogen) and  centrifuged to 

separate aqueous and organic phases. Ice-cold ethanol was then used to precipitate the 

desired DNA which was then confirmed using gel electrophoresis. P. pastoris X-33 cells 

were culture overnight until an OD600 reached 1.2-1.6. Next, the linearized plasmid DNAs 

were electroporated into X-33 cells and then selected on YPD Zeocin plates of varying 

antibiotic concentrations (100 µg/mL and 500 µg/mL). After an incubation period of 

around 72 hours at 30ºC, 10-20 colonies from low antibiotic density plates  and 2-5 

colonies from high antibiotic density plates were each suspended into 5 mL of buffer 

Glycerol complex medium (BMGY). These samples were then shaken overnight at 250 

rpm at 30ºC. Average cell density was measured for each sample in order to resuspend 

the cells in BMMY medium containing 0.5% methanol to OD600 = 1.0. The culture was 

then shaken overnight for continued induction. After 24 hours, 50 µL of 100% methanol 

was added into each culture for induction (0.5%). This was repeated after another 24 

hours in order to maintain induction of yeast expression. After 72 hours of induction, 

cells were harvested via centrifugation (1500 xg), and the supernatants and cells were 

analyzed by SDS-PAGE. For identifying recombinant protein expression.  
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Protein Analysis via ElliPro 

 

Each protein sequence was run through ElliPro with default settings on the 

website. The sequences were processed and the data was displayed as PI values applied 

to each epitope for ranking criteria.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

Results and Discussion 

 

 

Expression of Proteins 

 

For P. pastoris, the Chi and Col constructs failed to be electroporated, and as 

such, protein expression was not possible for the constructs. The successful  

 

Figure 7: The expression of the CP2 (top), SPI2 (middle), and TPX (bottom) antigens 

in P. pastoris did not succeed. The constructs showed this uniform smearing pattern 

indicating no viable success at initial protein expression studies.  
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electroporated constructs are shown in Figure 7. These three constructs failed to show 

any level expression. The smearing on these gels could be attributed to proteins having 

posttranslational modifications. Improper technique for the SDS-PAGE may have caused 

smearing to occur as samples were contaminated. For any future endeavors for 

expression in P. pastoris, considerations need to be made for various parameters 

including pH, temperature, and technique. 

For the E. coli expression systems, were more successful than their yeast 

counterparts (Figure 8). Some expression seems to be present in the insoluble and soluble 

fractions of the induced clones. The chromatographic purification of the BP-Col samples 

yielded no appreciable yield in protein (Figure 9). These results indicate minimal 

feasibility for future large-scale biomanufacturing, and a need for reevaluation of 

expression protocols and purification parameters may help resolve these obstacles 

towards vaccine development. For the affinity chromatography portion of the experiment, 

future considerations should include the actual binding mechanisms of imidazole with the 

His-tag recombinant proteins, adjusting various elution volumes, and whether the His tag 

is accessible for binding.  

 

 

Theoretical Studies 

 

Using the bioinformatics program Ellipro, epitopes were predicted and ranked on 

actual likelihood: 

The BP-Col construct was not capable of being processed for epitope prediction. Most 

likely because attempting computational analysis of epitope prediction applies only to 

globular proteins. This collagen protein does cannot be processed using the methodology.  
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Figure 8: SDS-PAGE profiles of 

all five BP constructs using E. 

coli as the model organism for 

protein. Both soluble (right of 

each gel) and insoluble (left of 

each gel) fractions are shown.   
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BP-Chi showed seven predicted linear sequences (Figure 10) with the top sequence is a 

10 residue peptide sequence with a score of 0.787 correlating with 78.7 % of the residues 

are within the ellipsoid protrusion of epitope. BP-CP2 showed  8 predicted linear 

sequences that are potentially epitopes, one of which is highly favorable with a score of 

0.819 (Figure 11). While having many more predicted epitopic sequences, BP-SPI2 was 

less favorable with lower protrusion index scores with highest being 0.699 (Figure 12). 

BP-TPX was predicted to have 8 linear epitopes with highest score being 0.844, the most 

promosing epitope (Figure 13). The antigenicty across all residues on each 

proteineaceous candidate was evaluated using Ellipro with a threshold value of 1.0 for 

each protein.  

 

Figure 9: SDS-PAGE of the purification BP-Col construct. The possibility of some of the target 

protein is indicated.  
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Figure 10: Ellipro data for BP-Chi. Structure-homology model of the top peptide 

sequence depicted 
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Figure 11: Ellipro data for BP-CP2. Structure-homology model of the top peptide 

sequence depicted 
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Figure 12: Ellipro data for BP-SPI2. Structure-homology model of the top peptide sequence 

depicted 
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Figure 13: Ellipro data for BP-TPX. Structure-homology model of the top peptide sequence 

depicted 
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Building a Human Vaccine 

 

The above results indicate initial feasibility into the development of a subunit 

vaccine that will block transmission of LF. In order to further this endeavor, the protocol 

for recombinant expression should be reevaluated to maximize expression for large scale 

biomanufacturing. Once a stable stockpile of vaccine candidates has been established, 

preclinical trials can be conducted to down the development pipeline. Below is a 

discussion of various techniques that should be considered for future endeavors in 

developing a LF TBV.  

Structural Vaccinology  

 

Molecular dynamics simulations, using a program like GROMACS, can evaluate 

nonbonding and bonding interactions within the protein structure, to evaluate the 

antigenicity and related characteristics of the proteins. This computational MD-structure 

based approach has been applied to microbial vaccine development (46, 47), and herein, 

similar attempts can be conducted on these parasitic vaccine candidates. Epitope 

evaluation will be the main point of interest for these biomolecules in order to assess 

immunogenicity and streamline further experimental studies. This type of approach has 

been conducted before on Burkholderia pseudomallei antigen (48) where subsequent 

experimental studies were supported with computational analysis of potential epitopes. 

Epitopes may be predicted using sequence based methods which can then be analyzed for 

topological and energetic properties using MD simulations. Computational biophysical 

evaluation of these epitopes on the tertiary level can be approached using two methods: 

electrostatic desolvation profiles (EDP) (49) and matrix of local coupling energies 
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(MLCE) (50). EDP can elucidate general protein-protein interaction sites on the 

molecular of interest including antibody binding sites. MLCE is a more precise tool that 

as it was specifically developed for epitope prediction.  

Multiple Antigenic Peptide (MAP) Vaccine Development  

 

An alternative approach to the traditional method of expressing and purifying the 

recombinant proteins for the sake of creating a subunit vaccine, is to use a synthetic 

peptide system comprised of various epitopes of the B. pahangi candidates. Studies have 

shown that peptide sequences can bind and activate antibodies of their cognate, native 

proteins (51, 52). Traditionally, synthetic peptide vaccines can be made via conjugation 

of the peptide to polymer or protein that enable efficacious therapeutic results (53). In 

order to develop an unambiguous vaccine system that produces antibodies effectively, the 

concept of a MAP sequence of trifunctional amino acids at the core and 2n peptide 

antigens forming a high density biomolecule comprised of various epitopes. 

 Consequently, this concept has been applied to the development of a malaria 

vaccine where conserved epitopes of Plasmodium antigens were used in conjunction with 

one another to produce a larger vaccine mediated antibody response (27). This research 

has advanced the field of vaccinology in regards to the treatment of malaria as the 

vaccine utilizes the MAP system to versatile to various populations of infected people 

around the globe. Ideally with the predictive bioinformatics results given in this project 

along with future computational studies, the most ideal epitope sequences could be 

selected for these five B. pahangi antigens and then conjugated into one MAP system for 
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vaccinating individuals. This would most likely bolster antibody response for blocking 

transmission of LF by disrupting microfilarial development.   

Conclusion 

 

Initial forays into evaluating the expression of the five B. pahangi was met with 

insufficient results to advance to large scale vaccine development. Experimentation of 

reconsidered parameters is required to validate this initial data shown in this project. 

There is potential in the antigenicity of these candidates as seen from the bioinformatics 

prediction of possible epitopes of interest for all the candidates except the BP-Col, the 

cuticular collagen protein, due to its nature of its protein structure. The predicted epitopes 

could be further analyzed in the future by molecular dynamics simulations in order 

validate which are the best epitopes to prioritize for the development of a recombinant 

vaccine. Alternatively, a MAP vaccine can synthesized and computationally modelled in 

order to develop a more versatile vaccine. While possibly more effective, the process is 

less cost-effective and more ardorous requiring a overcoming traditional methods of 

vaccine development to create a TBV based on a MAP platform.  
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